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Abstract— A common way to elude the signature-based Network Intrusion Detection System is based upon changing a recognizable attack to an unrecognized one via the IDS. For example, in order to evade sign accommodation with intrusion detection system markers, a hacker splits the payload packet into many small pieces or hides them within messages. In this paper we try to model the main fragmentation attack and create a new module in the intrusion detection architecture system which recognizes the main fragmentation attacks through verification of integrity checking of TCP packet in order to prevent elusion of the system and also to announce the necessary alert to the system administrator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer networks can be considered as an important component of today human life. Since data and information of various organizations and companies are transferred through private and public networks such as global internet network, thus special attention with respect to security parameters of network has emerged and is even increasing progressively. Various techniques in view of elevating the security of network have been implemented which possess the ability of hiding sensible data from being accessible to hackers and also the recognition of various attacks prove to their occurring. As a whole, the important tools are increasing the security of the network firewall and intrusion detection system. The main aim of intrusion detection system is analysis and processing of information which get transferred within the network and identify unrecognizable behavior so that in that way, there is the possibility or providing necessary attention to the network administrator, since mankind himself is the creator of offences, computer system have always remained uncappable in front of man thoughtful nature. Usually hackers do their best by using different techniques in order to perform their own attack [1].

For example, a hacker is able to perform an attack which has no resemblance what so ever with one of the land marks pertaining to the intrusion detection system or can change offensive signature in such a way that the intrusion detection system considers it as a normal packet. The process according to which we have pushed forward our work in this investigation is as follows:

In the beginning, we have summarized on the TCP Fragmentation attacks so as to provide an appropriate background for understanding the related work. Also, to develop a more transparent view with respect to our investigative background, we have tried to comprehend the related tasks so as on the basis of the out come in the last stage, the obtained results can be compared with those of other investigations. Therefore, we concentrate on finding a solution to the intrusion detection main attacks of fragmentation information packets and also describe the used architecture in the investigation. We also describe the mechanism behind the detection of attack of information packets in a complete way and in the end, we’ll mention simulating results and their comparison with obtained results of other performed tasks.

A. Summary on fragmentation attack

One of the drawbacks of intrusion detection system is based upon the ability of this system to be eluded via fragment of information packets [2]. Examples of this attack are DoS attacks which affect the rentability of its working efficiency. These are attacks whose signature is compatible with signature of the intrusion detection system, but the mechanism of some of the DoS attacks is based upon fragmentation of information packets which result in the inability of the intrusion detection system to recognize them [2]. As IDS detects the attack by checking the signature of the attack with its own signature and it can subsequently alarm the network administrator. As such, the hacker tries to permute the attack signature in such a way that there exists no similarity whatsoever with the IDS database.

One of these attacks (although it possesses a signature to undertake an attack but it performs the attack in a manner that the IDS is incapable to recognize it) is TCP fragmentation attacks. Different techniques for the improvement of IDS against this type of attack have been presented which verify the signature attack. In the TCP packets, although there exists signatures to detect attacks like tiny Fragmentation and overlapping fragmentation [3], but still in the context of fragmentation of information packets other attacks have been
brought forward that can elude the NIDS [4]. We are now going to describe one of these attacks which utilize fragmentation techniques of information packets in view of eluding the IDS:

TCP packets are intentionally configured so that after fragmentation of this packet and its sending within different messages, only 2 byte from this first packet will be sent and upon reaching the IDS it will neither possess a header nor a final destination port which in fact will arrive at the following packet. Therefore the IDS recognize this part as being normal. The next packet owing to the fact (Fragmentation offset =1) requires no processing. And the remainder of the packet passes through to target system and is reassembled and the considered port is opened. In this paper we present a new module to the IDS in the form of an additional design that detect the elusive IDS attacks. Since in this paper we cannot describe all types of attack we will only the remainder ones:

- Overlapping fragmentation attacks.
- Combination of the tiny and overlapping fragmentation attacks.
- Unnamed fragmentation attacks.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we review related work in the area of IDSs evasion and the comparison of our approach with other works.

Placed and Newsham [4] used semantics preserving IP and TCP transformations to elude every NIDS they tested, they also implemented a tool for Packet manipulation [6]. Similarly, Handley and Paxson [7] discussed evasion techniques based on inherent ambiguities of the TCP/IP protocol. These researchers were the first to systematically address NIDS evasion techniques. Shai Rubin and Somesh Jha have also undertaken other tasks in the NIDS background and they have implemented the AGENT tool for production of an attack rule and his results was very good, approximately 98.5% accurate in detection [8]. other NIDS based on the intelligent by Ozgur Depren and Murat Topallar in the 2005 has presented which can production the rule of the attack and it had good results specially in the DoS attack [9]. and other work in these bases being performed are some of this in TCP packet Normalization and other in the attack detection in the network traffic [10]. But unlike our work, their researchers provide neither architecture module for their work nor form the main architecture of the NIDS for validation of their work but we have illustrated a new architecture module for our work (Evasion Detector) which we put in the intrusion detection system for reprocessing the TCP packet to find the evasion Pattern. In the next section we explain the IDS architecture that it has the sensor for process and detect the attack but its evasive. We present the new part of architecture to permit reprocessing the TCP packet, one time in the sensor in the IDS and the other in the Evasion Detector, when TCP packet Pursuant integrity detection algorithm detected it be passed .other way (not integrity) it can be produce the alarm and the special signature in the IDS Database will be noted for the next check IDS sensor that can be detected.

III. PRESENTED SOLUTION AND NEW ARCHITECTURE

The presented method is based on a special method for detection of a fragmentation attacks which its purpose being to elude the IDS. This method is constituted of two sections. Its first part is extension architecture in IDS structure and its second part is rules that have a logical equation for extension architecture. In the first stage, we start with IDS architecture then we will explain detection rules mechanism.

A. New Architecture

Intrusion detection systems have a detector that is responsible for detection intrusion. This sensor is a decision making mechanism that is based on intrusion type. Figure (1) shows the main structure of IDS.

![Fig. 1 The structure of IDS](Diagram)

This sensor obtains unrefined information from three sources:

1- From information existing in IDS information bank.
2- Syslog file.
3- Traffic traces and network controlling.

Now, in consideration of IDS architecture, usually NIDS detect each attack by one signature. Thus, if a hacker performs an attack by a small change in attack signature that exists in IDS information bank, since IDS identify this attack by a special sign, IDS cannot detect this attack. Our main idea is to check TCP packet integrity so as not to restrict the check attack special signature. And our work focuses on the packet that whether packet rightly is fragmented or not, until by change attack signature we could detect the attack. So we invent a module in IDS structure that simultaneously occurs with test within system sensor, TCP packet also tested in Evasion Detection Module. Figure (2) show the new architecture.
Evasion Detection Module can include various parts that check different protocol’s packets such TCP, UDP, ICMP. But because our study is on TCP packets, the main algorithms focus on TCP protocol. Evasion Detection Module structure showed in figure (3).

As mentioned, addition of this module to the main IDS architecture means that one special process has taken place on protocol, so suspicious packets within network traffic pass the IDS and cause occurrence attack. In this way TCP information packet is processed simultaneously in tow functions, in IDS sensor and in Evasion Detector that is specific for evasion detection. Whereas one of these tow mechanisms detect a case of attack, it save its signs in IDS database and give alarm by OR Gate that connected to attack response model.

B. Detection Mechanism

Detection mechanism is synthetically made up of three rules which come in a form of a logical formulae. Each one of the rules detects a special attack and all of the rules detect all the attacks. Besides the other attacks the combination of three rules of the logical formulae is as follows:

\[ A \land L + A \land S + D \land A \]

Which are:

- A \rightarrow \text{Fragment offset} = 0.
- L = \text{Transport length of TCP header} where in this case, it shouldn’t be less than 4 byte to include interesting header fields like source and destination port.
- S = SYN bit.
- D = Don’t Fragment bit.

The main rules are as the follows:

**Rule (1):**
If FO=0 and Transport length (TCP) < 4byte [(S+D) port] then drop packet.

**Rule (2):**
If FO=1 and SYN =1 then drop packet

**Rule (3):**
If DF=1 and FO>0 then drop packet.

The combination of rule (1) and (2) results in detection of the Tiny + Overlapping fragmentation attacks and the combination of the second section of rule (1) and the second section of rule (2) results in detecting SYN Flood attack. The combination of the rules together in the form of formulae (1) leads to specify a kind of fragmentation which is detected on TCP packet and it also detects the attacks under consideration.

The logical schematic of the synthetic three rules is as illustrated below:

\[
\begin{align*}
A \land L + & A \land S + D \land A \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Fig. 4 Logical schematic formulae**

IV. Simulation and Results

In order to configure each one of the rules separately and combining them a software application called Sniffer Portable [12] is used and to simulate attacks packet we can use several application such as sniff ’em [13], Engage packet builder [14], IP-tools [15] and Nmap [16], etc. to execute fragmentation we can use tools such as Fragrouter [17] which split the TCP into pieces. We used several attack scripts and other attack data in the MIT university site whose proposal is to test Intrusion Detection Systems.

The Network which was used is as follows:
In simulating rule (1) approximately 14000 different information packets were sent to the target computer which included 10000 Tiny Fragmentation attack and 800 SYN Flood attack and the other normal data which are transferred to and for the network and form the result of simulation shown in figure (a) Tiny Fragmentation attack was approximately detected 100% and SYN Flood was not detected at all.

![Fig. (a) Tiny fragmentation attack.](image)

finally when we synthesized the three rules, we sent the target computer various types of attacks where approximately 32990 information packets was sent which included 10000 Tiny fragmentation attack and 10000 overlapping fragmentation attacks and 10000 unnamed attack and 800 SYN Flood attack.

The result we obtained is illustrated in figure (L) in which approximately all the attacks have been detected 100%.

![Fig. (L) Synthetic three rules.](image)

and in simulating rule (2) as in rule (1) approximately 11911 information packets were sent to the target computer where 10000 was designated as Overlapping Fragmentation attack and 800 SYN Flood.

The result of simulation as in figure (b) in detected that Overlapping Fragmentation attack was detected 100% and SYN Flood attack wasn’t detected at all.

![Fig. (b) Overlapping attack.](image)

however, in simulating rule (3) which is especially for manual configuration of information packet in a way that half of the packet is sent and which is no longer normal we sent 33978 Information Packet to the target computer where 10000, are unnamed attacks and 10000 are tiny fragmentation attack, 10000 are overlapping attacks and 800 are information packet attack of SYN Flood, the result shown in figure (d) detected only unnamed attacks and it couldn’t detect other attacks.

![Fig.(d) Rule 3 Unnamed attack.](image)
Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Proposed Detection Mechanism</th>
<th>Similar Mechanism [19]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule (1): they are almost similar.</td>
<td>Rule (1): they are almost similar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule (2): our rule completely detects overlapping attacks.</td>
<td>Rule (2): it practically doesn’t exist and is limited to setting the router.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule (3): other attacks such unnamed attack are completely detected.</td>
<td>Rule (3): it doesn’t have and it doesn’t detect other TCP Fragmentation attacks like Unnamed attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)- It completely detects synthetic attacks.</td>
<td>(2)- it doesn’t detect synthetic attacks such as tiny+overlapping .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)- it doesn’t possible to detect other attacks.</td>
<td>(3)- It's not possible to detect other attacks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Proposed Detection Mechanism</th>
<th>Snort Fragmentation Rules and Reassembling [20,21]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1- It doesn’t require TCP Packet reassembling to detect an attack.</td>
<td>1- It requires TCP Packet reassembling and since it takes 60 sec. to reassemble it evades the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- It has 100% Fragmentation detection attack.</td>
<td>2- Some packet attacks pass through Snort during high network traffic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- It doesn’t detect out of order attacks and there isn’t false alarm.</td>
<td>3- Some out of order packet get to the target depending on the kind of attack execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- The synthetics of the rules which occurs in the module, detects both fragmentation and other attacks.</td>
<td>4- Fragmentation attack rules detect only Fragment attack following reassembling and it is not able to detect other attacks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we investigated the TCP fragmentation attacks which evade the intrusion detection system and a new architecture with our own proposed mechanism (algorithm) was expanded. The new architecture we presented is a module termed Evasion Detection fitted in to the Intrusion Detection System for further reprocessing of TCP information packet with a view of checking the integrity of the packet itself which currently operates on the TCP Protocol and in future work we will broaden it to other protocol such as UDP and ICMP.
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